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Transformation through
innovation; microﬁnance
INNOVATING PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Alastair Ross
Gower (£70)

+++++
Innovating Professional
Services provides a
practical and detailed
guide for change
agents and leaders
who are seeking to
transform their ﬁrm’s
performance through innovation.
The author, Alastair Ross, is an
experienced change leader, having
consulted globally to service and industrial
businesses for nearly 25 years. He founded
Codexx Associates Ltd in 2002, following
a career at IBM in manufacturing,
management and consulting. Since 2005
he has worked extensively with a number
of major professional service ﬁrms in
innovation and re-engineering.
Ross draws heavily on his 10 years of
applying best practice techniques that
created measurable improvements
for leading law, business service and
consulting ﬁrms. Multiple case studies
help demonstrate the opportunities – and
challenges – of driving major improvement
through innovation. This book can also be
used as a resource to dip into for advice on
speciﬁc change projects.

WHERE ANGELS PREY
Ramesh S.
Arunachalam
Authors Upfront
(£0.99 Kindle;
£7.95 paperback)

+++++
Financial thrillers
generally focus on
the boardrooms and
skyscrapers of cities
like London and New
York, but this one is
set in some of the poorest regions
of India. The genre is not so much
ﬁnance as “microﬁnance”, and the
author, economic development consultant
Ramesh S Arunachalam, has a lot to
say about this sector.
Microﬁnance involves providing
ﬁnancial services for small businesses
or entrepreneurs, especially in poor or
rural communities, who do not have
access to traditional banking or ﬁnancial
services. In general it is seen as a positive
development; Arunachalam is not
convinced, however, and the villains of his
book are Indian and international ﬁnanciers
determined to exploit India’s poor.
This book is not likely to challenge the likes
of John Grisham any time soon, but it does
provide an alternative take on an area of
ﬁnance that those in the developed world
know all too little about.
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MARK NICOLSON CA
PARTNER, SL CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP

WHEN DID YOU QUALIFY
AS A CA AND WHO DID YOU
TRAIN WITH?
I qualiﬁed in 2001 with Ernst
& Young.
BRIEF CAREER HISTORY
After spending around 18 months in
audit, I transferred to E&Y’s M&A lead
advisory team in 2000 and then joined
KPMG Corporate Finance in 2004. I spent
just over seven years in corporate ﬁnance,
focusing principally on buy-out transactions. I
joined SL Capital Partners in 2007. SL Capital
is a partnership that operates within Standard
Life Investments, our majority partner.
WHAT DOES YOUR JOB INVOLVE?
SL Capital is one of the largest investors in the
European private equity market with c€9bn
of assets raised from over 160 clients in more
than 25 countries. We manage over 20 funds
and invest in private equity funds, acquire
secondary fund positions and invest directly
in companies. I work across all of these areas
and sit on SL Capital’s investment committee
as well as several other committees within
the business. We have a perpetual fundraising
model and so I am also involved in our
fundraising activities. From an investment
perspective, I lead our coverage of the UK,
Germanic Europe and energy markets. I also
sit on the advisory boards of several of the
leading private equity managers in Europe.
WHO DO YOU REPORT TO?
We operate as a relatively ﬂat partnership
with two managing partners.
WHAT APPEALED ABOUT THIS
CAREER PATH?
I wanted to be an investor and work within
the private equity market. I believe in the
value private equity can create, and to be in a
role that allows me to have a pan-European
perspective on the market, select and work
with the best managers in Europe and invest
alongside them is challenging and rewarding.
WHAT’S THE BEST THING ABOUT
YOUR JOB?
Working with some of the sharpest minds

in the investment world… and seeing
the results.
…AND THE WORST?
A bit of a cliché but not enough
hours in the day. Prioritising what
we work on and time management
are critical in order to be effective.
PROUDEST MOMENT SO FAR?
First, being told that I was being made a
partner in 2012. Also, ﬁnding out this year that
I’d been selected as one of the Dow Jones 40
under 40 Rising Stars in European Private
Equity for 2015.
HOW’S YOUR WORK/LIFE BALANCE?
Long hours and extensive travel are part of
the job. I try to keep weekends clear to spend
with my family.
HOW HAS YOUR CA TRAINING
HELPED YOU TO PREPARE FOR THIS
ROLE – IF IT HAS?
My CA training provided me with an
invaluable grounding in how companies
operate and report their ﬁnancial
performance. This embedded understanding
assists in the evaluation of a business or a
portfolio and its relative attractiveness as an
investment opportunity. The CA is a widely
respected business qualiﬁcation and being a
CA has distinct advantages in my role.
WHAT SINGLE PIECE OF ADVICE
WOULD YOU GIVE FOR A CA LOOKING
TO PURSUE THIS CAREER ROUTE?
Corporate ﬁnance is a tried and tested route
into the world of private equity. Try to gain
as much M&A/PE experience as early as you
can in order to build the skills and knowledge
necessary to be an attractive recruit for a PE
investment house.

“The CA is a widely
respected business
qualiﬁcation and
being a CA has
distinct advantages”

